Love Your Budget
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Many people are re-evaluating their budget in light of the new year and recent tax increases. If
you're having trouble making ends meet or sticking to a budget, you may need to tweak your
approach. The trick is to develop a plan that helps you understand your spending and save for the
things that are important to you. Here are five common problems that plague would-be budgeters
and how to overcome them:
1. You have the wrong impression. What you may need before you get started is an attitude
adjustment. Budgets aren’t intended to make life complicated, but rather to help you reach your
goals. Make sure you have a clear prize in mind—when you have your eye on something you
want, managing your spending becomes more manageable. It's easier to cut back when there's a
light at the end of the tunnel.
2. You've been trying to fit into someone else's shoes. Trying to squeeze your spending
personality into someone else's spending plan is never a good idea. Make sure to build in
flexibility where you need it, or else your plan will break under pressure. If one method doesn't
work, try another until you find the right fit.
3. You don’t know where to start. Track your normal spending for at least one month to see
how much money you have and where it’s going. Then use this flexible blueprint that you can
adjust to your own financial situation: Use 30% of your take-home pay for housing, 10% for
utilities, 15% for food, 10% for transportation, 5% for clothing, 10% for debt repayment, 5% for
entertainment and 5% for insurance and miscellaneous expenses. That leaves 10% for savings or
special purchases. Make sure to alter this formula as needed for the best fit to your lifestyle.
4 You don't have a safety net. Unexpected costs can derail even the best-laid plan. Priority
number one for your budget should be to save up a small cash reserve for emergencies. That way
you won’t undo all your hard work if the car breaks down or you make an unexpected trip to the
ER.
5. You quit too soon. Don't be discouraged by failure. It takes time to find a budget that works for
your lifestyle. Try different methods to keep track of your spending—writing in a notebook, using a
spreadsheet, etc. Keep tweaking your plan until you get the right fit.
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